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A New Approach for Broken Rotor Bar
Detection in Induction Motors Using Frequency
Extraction in Stray Flux Signals
Panagiotis A. Panagiotou, Ioannis Arvanitakis, Neophytos Lophitis, Member, IEEE, Jose A. AntoninoDaviu, Senior Member, IEEE and Konstantinos N. Gyftakis, Member, IEEE

Abstract— This work offers a reliable solution to the detection
of broken rotor bars in induction machines with a novel
methodology, which is based on the fact that the fault related
harmonics will have oscillating amplitudes due to the speed
ripple effect. The method consists of two main steps: initially, a
time-frequency transformation is used and the focus is given on
the steady-state regime; thereupon, the fault related frequencies
are handled as periodical signals over time and the classical Fast
Fourier Transform is used for the evaluation of their own
spectral content. This leads to the discrimination of subcomponents related to the fault and to the evaluation of their
amplitudes. The versatility of the proposed method relies on the
fact that it reveals the aforementioned signatures to detect the
fault, regardless of the spatial location of the broken rotor bars.
Extensive finite element simulations on a 1.1 MW induction
motor and experimental testing on a 1.1 kW induction motor lead
to the conclusion that, the method can be generalized on any type
of induction motor independently from the size, power, number
of poles and rotor slot numbers.
Index Terms— broken bars, frequency extraction, induction
motor, time-frequency, spectral content, stray flux

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE fact that induction machines have taken over the
majority of industrial applications in the modern world,
has led to a rise in demand for efficient and reliable
monitoring methods. This demand has been served over the
years with different efficient monitoring techniques combined
with diagnostic methods and Finite Element Analysis (FEA),
using measurements of either stator currents or voltages, speed
or torque ripples and magnetic field related quantities [1]-[4].
The latter case has been developed during the last years,
making use of modern signal processing methods to assess
fault conditions during both the start-up transient and the
steady state [5], [6].
The Stray Flux Signature Analysis (SFSA) is in direct
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competition with the conventional Motor Current Signature
Analysis (MCSA), since SFSA has been applied with success
on various types of faults [7]-[11]. For this type of analysis,
magnetic flux that strays outside the motor is monitored by
capturing the voltage induced on rigid search coils, sized
inversely proportional to the machine’s height [7], [10]. This
allows inspection of signatures over the frequency spectra
according to the origin of stray flux, thus being axial [7], axial
& radial [8]-[10] or pure radial flux [11]. Rotor, stator and
supply related fault signatures have previously been studied
for space and time dependent harmonics. The detection of
such signatures is based on early and recent studies, in which
the theoretical, experimental and quantitative modelling of the
harmonic and spectral content is provided [4]-[6], [12]-[15].
Rotor cage defects have been examined in [12] with the use
of a multi-equational numerical model, which evaluates the
(1 − 2𝑠)𝑓𝑠 component as inefficient for some locations of a
random broken bar fault. In [13], the broken bars sideband
modulus has been used as a relative indicator to account for
the speed ripple effect. Further, [14] introduces an analytical
categorization of harmonics for different case studies of
healthy cages. An interesting comparison of signal spectral
analysis methods is also given by [15] for broken bar faults,
using observers and providing a descriptive analysis of
internal and external diagnostic methods. An analytical
approach for the stator related frequencies under bar breakages
is provided in [16] and is achieved through the experimental
investigation of the sidebands of the 1st, 5th and 7th harmonic.
Last, a comprehensive review of advanced diagnostics and
methods for fault detection is given in [17].
Extensive research on the position and non-adjacency of the
bar breakages has been undertaken in [18]-[25]. The reason
for this interest lies in the fact that the physical mechanisms of
these faults evolve undetected and they vary for real-condition
industrial case scenarios, as they can depend on the machine
design and rotor construction [2], [4], [20]-[21]. By [18], nonadjacent broken bars can lead to misdiagnosis or masking of
the fault, when two faulty bars are located within half pole
pitch, leading to false negative diagnosis. The same work
addresses that when multiple odd breakages are spotted within
one complete pole’s pitch, the fault can be partially masked
and misinterpreted as a case with broken bars at adjacency. A
similar analysis is provided in [19], for the case where bars
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with breakage are in cross-diametrical positions in a four pole
induction machine.
The influence of non-successive breakages on MCSA
implementation and reliability is examined in [20], by the
application of the fault current approach and space-vector
theory. Also, in [21] the authors reliably detect rotor
asymmetries using signal decomposition during the transient
regime for cases of industrial applications previously
diagnosed as false-negative with MCSA. Further, in [22] and
[23] the diagnostic potential of the zero sequence current
(ZSC) is validated for cases of broken bars being adjacent and
not respectively, while [24] introduces an indicator for
detection of non-serial breakages using the Filtered Park’s
Vector Approach (FPVA). A compelling evaluation of highorder fault related harmonics is delivered by [25] for cases of
double bar faults.
Regarding methods for signal analysis during machine
operation, advanced signal processing techniques based on
time-frequency distributions (TFD) have been proposed
recently [26]-[33]. These techniques provide the
representation of a signal on the joint time-frequency plane,
allowing its decomposition, in order to study frequency
transitions in time and observe oscillatory harmonic
components and how they evolve. These include the Discrete
Wavelet Transform (DWT) [21], [27] which can include the
use of complex wavelets [28], while high-resolution spectral
analysis techniques like the MUSIC algorithm have also been
proposed [29].
To the same direction, a reconfigurable monitoring device is
presented in [30], aiming for diagnosis of industrial equipment
through application of the DWT and the Short-Time Fourier
Transform (STFT). The latter is successfully used in [31],
combined with notch filters, for the detection of lubrication
and bearing faults. The STFT is also utilized in [32] for speed
estimation through the current space vector amplitudes’
fluctuation, and in [33] for an approach on the same basis.
Although there exists a trade-off between time and frequency
resolution [29], the STFT is frequently preferred due to its
simplicity, low computational complexity and commercial
availability in software packages.
In this work, the behavior of the stray flux spectral
components of a 6-pole squirrel-cage induction motor with
nominal characteristics 6.6 𝑘𝑉, 1.1 𝑀𝑊 at 50𝐻𝑧 are analyzed
and studied using 2D FEM [51]. Healthy and faulty motors are
assessed, including various faulty cases of adjacent and nonadjacent broken bars. With the STFT, the stray flux spectral
content is represented on a Time-Frequency (T-F)
spectrogram. Because the contours and their trajectories
respond periodically as oscillations in time, their spectral
densities calculated by the STFT are extracted and their own
normalized FFT is examined. The frequency content of the
trajectories at steady state allows to draw a cogent conclusion
regarding their behavior in the time and frequency domain and
how the fault frequencies carried in the signal of stray flux are
modulated during the fault. This method improves the
diagnostic ability of SFSA, when the fault occurs in nonconsecutive positions. The diagnostic validity of the proposed
method is also demonstrated experimentally with laboratory
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tests on a 4-pole, 50 𝐻𝑧 induction motor of 1.1 𝑘𝑊 output
power.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
A. Radial SFSA & Broken Bar Fault Signatures
There have been multiple examples, where radial stray flux
measurements have been used [8]-[11]. For a broken bar and
one inter-turn short circuit, the medium frequency emission
harmonic components -and the physical mechanisms causing
them- are extensively described in [11]. A similar approach,
focusing on the low frequency components, is introduced in
[35] for the examination of eccentricity and broken bar faults.
The same rotor faults are studied in [36]-[38] using internal
Hall-effect flux sensors, providing an assiduous analytical
description of the air-gap flux space harmonics. Also, stray
flux signature analysis is applied for bar breakages in [39] &
[40], and in [41]-[43] for bearing fault detection using also a
statistical based approach. The diagnostic technique of stray
flux analysis has been implemented successfully in [44] with
application of the DWT and for separation of rotor faults from
low frequency load oscillations in [45]. In the latest years,
stray magnetic flux is being investigated under transient
conditions as well [44], [46]-[48]. Finally, comprehensive
reviews on SFSA and state of the art diagnostics using these
methods are provided in [49] and [50].
When a bar breakage occurs, a backward rotating magnetic
field is generated due to the open-circuited bar and the lack of
inter-bar and eddy currents in the point of breakage. This
creates in the rotor cage an asymmetry that is clearly reflected
in the motor’s harmonic content [6], [11], [35]-[38]. This fault
asymmetry is known to cause additional frequency sidebands,
distanced by even multiples of the motor’s slip s from the
fundamental frequency 𝑓𝑠 and its multiples [21], [36]. These
appear in the spectrum of stator-related quantities (stator
current or stray flux), modulated by the component (1 − 𝑠)𝑓𝑠
because of the continuous induction from the rotor to the
stator and vice-versa. The equation for these fault related
sideband signatures is the following [36], [37]:
𝑘

𝑓𝑏𝑏 = [ (1 − 𝑠) ± 𝑠]𝑓𝑠 ,
𝑝

(1)

𝑝 being the number of pole pairs and 𝑘 ∈ ℤ such that 𝑘/𝑝 is
always an integer.
The problem is that in large induction motors -like the one
under analysis with FEM in this paper- these fault signature
sidebands lie very close to the fundamental frequency, because
of the rotor’s speed being very close to the synchronous one,
thus the low value of slip s at steady state [38]. This fact can
complicate the diagnostic process and make it very difficult to
detect the fault with accuracy, especially in the classical FFT
where the spectral leakage of the windowing function is
already an issue to encounter. Therefore, the sideband
signatures of the 5th and 7th harmonic will be investigated in
this work, since they are standing off at the distances −4𝑠𝑓𝑠
and −6𝑠𝑓𝑠 for the 5th and at −6𝑠𝑓𝑠 and −8𝑠𝑓𝑠 for the 7th
harmonic. Those harmonics originate from Eq. (1). This is
because the sensor is placed on the stator and thus is
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considered static, resulting in sensing the same fault related
harmonics around the stator space harmonics, similarly with
the stator winding.
In the next Section (III-B), the STFT is applied on the radial
stray flux signals of the motors presented from FEM in
Section III-A. To aim for a more accurate diagnosis, the
trajectories of the aforementioned sidebands regarding the 5 th
and 7th harmonic are extracted and individualized on the timefrequency plane of the spectrogram. Then, using the
transformation result at steady state, the FFT is applied on the
extracted trajectory to evaluate its behavior as well as the
oscillations related to the adjacency of the broken bar fault.
B. The Short-Time Fourier Transform
As introduced in the previous Section, the STFT offers a
time-frequency representation of a signal by picturing the
signals’ spectral characteristics over time. The frequencies’
spectral energy density is visualized by the spectrogram,
which yields a contour plot of the magnitude. The contour plot
is color-coded in a scale that expresses the intensity of the
signal’s spectral energy magnitude [31]-[33].
The continuous time STFT 𝑋(𝑡, 𝑓) of a signal is a function
of both time 𝑡 and frequency 𝑓 –as opposed to the classical
FFT that represents the signals’ harmonic content as a function
of frequency only– that can be computed from the FFT over a
sliding window by the following equation [34]:
+∞

𝑋(𝑡, 𝑓) = ∫−∞ 𝑥(𝑡)𝑤(𝑡 − 𝜏)𝑒 −𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝑡 𝑑𝑡,
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components are used to derive from Eq. (3) their spectral
content of fixed constant frequency over time as follows:
𝑆 (𝑡, 𝑓𝑎,𝑖 ) = |𝑋(𝑡, 𝑓𝑎,𝑖 )|2 ,
(4)
where each component 𝑓𝑎,𝑖 regards the 𝑎 − 𝑡ℎ harmonic of
interest and 𝑖 = 1, 2.
For a clearer picture and better visualization of the
trajectories’ ripples, Fig. 2 depicts the spectrogram of the stray
flux for Case #2 of Fig. 1a in the frequency area of the 5th
harmonic before dimension reduction.

a)

(2)

I.

where 𝑥(𝑡) is the signal of our interest, 𝑤(𝑡) is the sliding
window, 𝜏 is the window shifting factor and 𝑓 = 2𝜋/𝜔 the
frequency. Equation (2) provides the joint time-frequency
representation, as previously discussed, by means of the
spectrogram:
𝑆(𝑡, 𝑓) = |𝑋(𝑡, 𝑓)|2

(3)

C. Spectral Components Extraction
For the analysis of the studied signals, the discrete time
STFT is implemented [34]. A Kaiser-Bessel window is
selected as the sliding window function, with parameter 𝛽 =
40 and 80% overlap between the time-frames. This ad-hoc
selection accrued from fine tuning of the parameters
accounting for two factors: to achieve a windowing with a
response as close as possible to rectangular, and secondly to
yield a good trade-off between time and frequency resolution
to observe the harmonic trajectories on the spectrogram [15],
[31].
Because of the low slip value and the problem of spectral
leakage described previously, focus will be given to the
sidebands of the higher harmonics at 250 𝐻𝑧 (5th harmonic)
and 350 𝐻𝑧 (7th harmonic). In order to individualize the (5 −
4𝑠)𝑓𝑠 and (5 − 6𝑠)𝑓𝑠 components and the (7 − 6𝑠)𝑓𝑠 and
(7 − 8𝑠)𝑓𝑠 components, the average value of slip at steady
state is used, as well as the spectrograms shown in Fig. 1.
In the spectrograms of Fig. 1, the frequency components are
pointed with dashed lines for two of the cases examined with
the proposed analysis under FEM. The broken bar fault related

b)
Fig. 1. STFT spectrogram at the frequency area of the stray flux 5th harmonic
for two of the broken bar motors examined with FEM: a) Case #2 and b) Case
#4. Frequency resolution 𝛥𝑓 = 0.91 𝐻𝑧.

b)
Fig. 2. STFT Spectrogram of Case #2 at the frequency area of the 5th
harmonic. Frequency resolution 𝛥𝑓 = 1.41 𝐻𝑧.

III. FINITE ELEMENT SIMULATIONS
A. FEM Models
For the FEM validation, the electromagnetic analysis of an
industrial Y-connected, 6-pole, 6.6 𝑘𝑉, 1.1 𝑀𝑊, 50 𝐻𝑧 cage
induction motor has been simulated with the software MagNet
from Infologic/Mentor Graphics of Siemens Corporation. The
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rotor cage has been designed with 70 copper bars and the
stator with 54 slots and a double layer 12-turn per slot 1-9
pitched winding. The healthy motor is depicted in Fig. 3a and
the corresponding magnetic field in Fig. 3b. Details of the
modelled motor are given in Table I. The flux sensor is a
stranded 50-turn search coil, with the input and output
wounded on a point of the machine’s periphery close to the
stator frame (Fig. 3a). A high resistance has been placed in
series with the corresponding bars to model the open circuit
implied by the breakages and emulate the fault in 2D FEM.
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a)
b)
c)
Fig. 4. Motors under simulation & analysis: a) Case #2, b) Case #3 and c)
Case #4.
TABLE II
CASE STUDIES

a)
b)
Fig. 3. a) Healthy motor and b) magnetic field distribution of healthy motor.
TABLE I
SIMULATION CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MOTOR UNDER STUDY
Characteristics

Value

Supply frequency
Stator Connection
Output power
Rated Voltage
Rated Current
Number of pole pairs
Rated speed
Number of stator slots
Number of rotor bars

50 Hz
Y
1.1 MW
6.6 kV
170 A
3
990 rpm
54
70

Besides the healthy motor, three more cases have been
simulated and studied. These account for cage breakages at
different locations: one case of two adjacent broken bars and
two cases of non-adjacent broken bars. All motors serve the
same constant mechanical load of 11 𝑘𝑁 · 𝑚 at steady state
(full load condition). To aid the reader, the four distinct FEM
cases are labeled and referred to as 𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #1 to 𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #4. The
cases are summarized in Table II along with the value of slip
for each one of them, and the motors under the broken bar
fault with the asymmetry in the corresponding magnetic flux
density spatial distribution are shown in Fig. 4. The time step
of the transient FEA simulations has been 0.1 ms, which
implies a sampling frequency of 10 kHz. As a result, this
frequency is used for the signal acquisition of the extracted
flux waveforms.

Case

Broken Bars

Location

Slip (%)

#1
#2
#3
#4

healthy
1&2
1&6
1&11

–
Adjacent
Within half pole pitch
Within one pole pitch

0.91
0.95
0.96
0.94

From Fig. 4, one can see that the broken bar fault asymmetry
is not easily distinguished and observed in the magnetic field
distribution for 𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #3 and 𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #4. The opposite is
observed for 𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #2, which comes in agreement with the
observations stated in [18] for the fault taking place at such
positions. In addition, the FFT on the radial stray flux signal of
𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #1 (blue), 𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #2 (red), 𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #3 (black) and 𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #4
(dashed greed) is shown in Fig. 5-a for the frequency area
around the fundamental 50 Hz harmonic, where the closeness
of the broken bar sidebands to fs is noted. Fig. 5-b shows the
STFT around the same frequency area, pointing the difficulty
to observe the sidebands on the T-F plane because of their
small distance from fs and its spectral leakage overlap.

a)
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b)
Fig. 5. a) FFT with frequency resolution 𝛥𝑓 = 0.91 𝐻𝑧 of Case #1 (blue),
Case #2 (red) and Case #3 (black) and b) STFT with frequency resolution
𝛥𝑓 = 1.11 𝐻𝑧 of Case #2 in the frequency area of the fundamental fs.

B. FEM Results
Considering 𝑆(𝑡, 𝑓5,𝑖 ) the set of trajectories regarding the 5th
harmonic and 𝑆(𝑡, 𝑓7,𝑖 ) the set of trajectories regarding the 7th,
let 𝑆(𝑡, 𝑓5,1 ) be the color-coded varying magnitude of the
ripple expressed by the (5 − 4𝑠)𝑓𝑠 trajectory and 𝑆(𝑡, 𝑓5,2 ) be
the one expressed by the (5 − 6𝑠)𝑓𝑠 . Respectively, 𝑆(𝑡, 𝑓7,1 )
corresponds to the (7 − 6𝑠)𝑓𝑠 component, while 𝑆(𝑡, 𝑓7,2 )
corresponds to the (7 − 8𝑠)𝑓𝑠 component. These localized
frequencies are extracted and evaluated in the time and then
the frequency domain to observe how they are modulated. To
characterize their modulations, the FFT is applied to each
extracted time-signal 𝑆(𝑡, 𝑓𝑎,𝑖 ) of each case, considering the
part of the signal that belongs to the steady state (𝑡 ≥
1.5 𝑠𝑒𝑐). The signals 𝑆(𝑡, 𝑓5,2 ) and 𝑆(𝑡, 𝑓7,2 ) are shown in Fig.
6 for the 5th (Fig. 6-a) and 7th (Fig. 6-c) harmonics’ lower
sidebands respectively for all cases.

a)

b)
Fig. 6. The time-signals of S(t, fa,2) for the lower sidebands of all cases at the
frequencies: a) (5-6s)fs and b) (7-8s)fs.
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A first observation noted from Fig. 6 for all cases, is that the
frequency components of the healthy motor are characterized
by much smaller amplitudes, compared to the faulty cases.
Also, these frequencies behave as mono-component signals,
with no significant oscillations -except for a very smooth
ripple- and without carrying any slow evolving frequency
components. This is not the case for the motors with broken
bars though, where it is clearly observed that a dilatory
frequency is included in the main signal. The latter indicates
the presence of a rotor related fault - these signals appear as
multi-component carrier-plus-sideband signals, which in turn
implies strong modulations due to the fault existence. Fig. 7
and Fig. 8 depict the corresponding FFT spectra of each signal
of the 𝑆(𝑡, 𝑓5,𝑖 ) and 𝑆(𝑡, 𝑓7,𝑖 ) for all cases at the 5th and 7th
harmonic. The amplitudes of all observed components
presented in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 are summarized in Tables III
and IV.
TABLE III
FFT AMPLITUDES OF THE 5TH HARMONIC’S EXTRACTED COMPONENTS
5fs – 4sfs
5fs – 6sfs
Case
4sfs
6sfs
4sfs
6sfs
-50 dB
-51.89 dB
-49.6 dB
-52.38 dB
#1
-22.49 dB
-26.88 dB
-22.93 dB
-27.21 dB
#2
#3
-22.79 dB
-33.92 dB
-23.00 dB
-34.62 dB
-25.35 dB
-35.27 dB
-25.44 dB
-35.26 dB
#4
TABLE IV
FFT AMPLITUDES OF THE 7TH HARMONIC’S EXTRACTED COMPONENTS
7fs – 6sfs
7fs – 8sfs
Case
6sfs
8sfs
6sfs
8sfs
-50 dB
-54.07 dB
-50.94 dB
-53.89 dB
#1
#2
-28.11 dB
-31.21 dB
-28.32 dB
-31.85 dB
-38.34 dB
-30.96 dB
-34.51 dB
-28.70 dB
#3
#4
-36.45 dB
-34.82 dB
-36.09 dB
-35.82 dB

a)

b)
Fig. 7. FFT spectra of each S(t, f5,i) for all cases for the spectral components:
a) (5-4s)fs and b) (5-6s)fs. 𝛥𝑓 = 0.4 𝐻𝑧.
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a)

b)
Fig. 8. FFT spectra of each S(t, f7,i) for all cases for the spectral components:
a) (7-6s)fs and b) (7-8s)fs. 𝛥𝑓 = 0.4 𝐻𝑧.

An inspection of the spectra in Fig. 7 provides a straight
forward indication that a rotor fault has occurred, since the
amplitudes of the faulty motors range for the first set from
−25.35 𝑑𝐵 to −22.49 𝑑𝐵 (2nd column of Table III) and
having increased with respect to the healthy motor, which is
stabilized at approximately −50 𝑑𝐵. Also, the FFT spectra of
Fig. 7 reveal a spectral signature at 2 𝐻𝑧 (red arrows). This
signature practically corresponds to the 4𝑠𝑓𝑠 sideband, where
all the faulty cases have very similar amplitudes. This is a
significant observation to report, since the fault signature at
this frequency is showing the same result about the fault,
regardless the position of the broken bars. The amplitude of
this component regarding the (5 − 6𝑠)𝑓𝑠 ranges from
−25.44 𝑑𝐵 to −22.93 𝑑𝐵 (4th column of Table III). Similar is
the behavior of the component at 6𝑠𝑓𝑠 illustrated at 3 𝐻𝑧
(black arrows), where the faulty models approach an
amplitude ranging from −35.27 𝑑𝐵 to −26.88 𝑑𝐵 for the
second set (3rd column of Table III) and from −35.27 𝑑𝐵 to
−27.21 𝑑𝐵 for the fourth set (5th column of Table III). At this
frequency 𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #2 makes the only exception, where the
signature’s amplitude is elevated at a maximum level, because
of the greater fault severity caused by the breakage adjacency
that creates a greater local magnetic field asymetry.
An examination of Fig. 8 aims to harvest information about
the fault through the 6𝑠𝑓𝑠 component (red arrows) and the
component at 8𝑠𝑓𝑠 (black arrows). Both frequencies depicted
in Fig. 8-a and Fig. 8-b are affected by the 6𝑠𝑓𝑠 component,
reaching amplitudes increase of 21.89 𝑑𝐵 (𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #2),
11.66 𝑑𝐵 (𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #3) and 13.55 𝑑𝐵 (𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #4) with respect to
the healthy motor for the first set (Table IV, 2nd column).
Same levels of increase in the amplitudes are observed for the
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3rd set affected by this subcomponent (Table IV, 4th column).
Again, the case of adjacent broken bars exceeds all other
amplitudes, having increased 6.19 𝑑𝐵 and 7. 77 𝑑𝐵 more than
𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #3 and 𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #4 respectively.
Finally, it is compelling how the two frequencies shown in
Fig. 8 respond to the 8𝑠𝑓𝑠 commponent, which gives a
satisfying alarm level for the fault occuring at the distance of
half pole pitch (𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #3) and one complete pole pitch
(𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #4). As it can be seen from the 3rd and 5th columns of
Table IV, these subcomponent frequencies raise for all
presented cases a noticeable alarm level –at least at full load
condition– for the broken bar fault, both by their general
morphology over the frequency spectra as well as by their
amplitude levels compared to the healthy motor. This reliably
confronts the problem of non-adjacent bar breakages and
situates the fault able to be diagnosed as a rotor electrical
fault, by taking advantage of the spectrogram’s ripples and
periodicities implied through the fault periodicity over the
rotation of the rotor and the continuous stator to rotor
induction.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP & VALIDATION
A. Description of the experimental test-bed
Fig. 9 depicts the laboratory test-bed used for experimental
measurements of stray magnetic flux on a 4-pole, 50 𝐻𝑧,
230 𝑉, 1.1 𝑘𝑊 induction motor. As in the case of the FE
simulations, the flux sensor is placed in a lateral position close
to the stator frame accounting for portions of radial stray flux
(Fig. 9-a). In Fig. 9-b the healthy rotor is depicted, along with
the rotors used for emulating the broken bar fault by drilling
holes in the positions of interest. The characteristics of the
motor are presented in Table V, while all experimental cases
are summarized in Table VI in accordance with the FEM cases
presented in Table II.

TABLE V
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL MOTOR
Characteristics

Value

Supply frequency
Stator Connection
Output power
Rated Voltage
Rated Current
Number of pole pairs
Rated speed
Number of stator slots
Number of rotor bars

50 Hz
Δ
1.1. kW
230 V
4.5 A
2
1410 rpm
36
28
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components presented in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 are summarized
in Tables VII and VIII.
TABLE VII
FFT AMPLITUDES OF THE 5TH HARMONIC’S EXTRACTED COMPONENTS
5fs –4sfs
5fs – 6sfs
Case
4sfs
6sfs
4sfs
6sfs
-33.32 dB
-37.25 dB
-31.43 dB
-35.07 dB
#1
#2
-21.32 dB
-33.40 dB
-21.29 dB
-33.54 dB
-14.39 dB
–
-13.09 dB
–
#3
#4
-14.43 dB
-26.04 dB
-24.54 dB
-27.26 dB

a

b
Fig. 9. Experimental set up of the 1.1 kW induction motor used for the
experiments: a) Flux sensor in the position of interest, b) healthy rotor (left),
rotor with 2 adjacent broken bars (middle) and one of the rotors with broken
bars at non-adjacent positions (right) within half pole pitch.

The experimental cases are labeled and referred to as
𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #1 to 𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #4, respectively with the FEM cases. As
described in Table V, the rotor cage of this motor consists of
28 rotor bars and the stator of 36 stator slots. It should be
noted that, since it is a 4-pole machine that is dealt with in the
experimental approach, the position of the broken bars for
𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #3 & 𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #4 have been chosen to correspond as close
as possible to the breakage scenario of distances within half
pole pitch and one complete pole pitch.

TABLE VIII
FFT AMPLITUDES OF THE 7TH HARMONIC’S EXTRACTED COMPONENTS
7fs –6sfs
7fs – 8sfs
Case
6sfs
8sfs
6sfs
8sfs
-46.85 dB
-56.29 dB
-44.85 dB
-56.29 dB
#1
#2
-21.51 dB
-40.84 dB
-19.41 dB
-37.09 dB
-17.13 dB
-24.93 dB
-15.18 dB
-22.72 dB
#3
#4
-16.82 dB
-22.82 dB
-14.64 dB
-20.36 dB

In the spectra of Fig. 10, the expected 2𝑘𝑠𝑓𝑠 subcomponents
are designated at the frequencies of 4𝑠𝑓𝑠 and 6𝑠𝑓𝑠 for the 5th
harmonics’ components (black arrows), while from the second
column of Table VII it is evident that the 𝑆(𝑡, 𝑓5,1 ) extracted
trajectories have a difference of 12 𝑑𝐵 (𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #2), 18.93 𝑑𝐵

2.56 Hz

3.84 Hz

TABLE VI
CASE STUDIES
Case

Broken Bars

Location

Slip (%)

#1
#2
#3
#4

healthy
1&2
1&4
1&6

–
Adjacent
Within half pole pitch
Within one pole pitch

1.28
1.21
0.92
0.84

B. Analysis of experimental results
The same trajectories as extracted and studied for the FEM
models will be analyzed for the experimental measurements,
which were taken on the test-bed described in Paragraph IVA. Considering the 𝑆(𝑡, 𝑓5,𝑖 ) and the 𝑆(𝑡, 𝑓7,𝑖 ) family of
trajectories, exactly as in Section III-B, the FFT spectra of the
extracted components are shown in Fig. 10 & 11.
A first observation noted from Fig. 10 and Fig. 11
concludes that the healthy motor’s spectra are characterized by
existing fault related signatures, but of lower amplitudes
compared to the faulty motors. The main reason for their
existence are the inherent manufacturing defects like the cage
porosity or the laminations’ magnetic anisotropy, which are
always present in small laboratory motors of this capacity.
This is reasonable and expected to come across with, since the
2D FEA simulations provide a theoretically ideal model where
no inherent asymmetries or manufacturing defects are
accounted for. However, neither the ideal FEM conditions nor
the inherent asymmetries and manufacturing anomalies in the
experimental motor disallow the application or effectiveness
of the proposed method. The amplitudes of all observed

a)

1.3 Hz

2.61 Hz
3.92 Hz

b)
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1.68 Hz
2.5 Hz

0.84 Hz
1.67 Hz

3.34 Hz

c)
c)

1.92 Hz
2.88 Hz

2.88 Hz

0.96 Hz

3.87 Hz

1.92 Hz

d)
Fig. 10. FFT spectra of each S(t, f5,1) for the spectral component (5-4s)fs of:
a) Case #1 b) Case #2 c) Case #3 d) Case #4. 𝛥𝑓 = 0.5 𝐻𝑧.

(𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #3) and 18.89 𝑑𝐵 (𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #4) with respect to the
healthy case. The same amplitudes for the 4𝑠𝑓𝑠 subcomponent shown in the fourth column of Table VII, undergo
an increase of 10.14 𝑑𝐵 (𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #2), 18.34 𝑑𝐵 (𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #3) and
6.89 𝑑𝐵 (𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #4) with respect to the healthy case.

3.85 Hz
5.77 Hz

a)
3.83 Hz

2.74 Hz

b)

5.09 Hz

d)
Fig. 11. FFT spectra of each S(t, f7,1) for the spectral component (7-6s)fs of:
a) Case #1 b) Case #2 c) Case #3 d) Case #4. 𝛥𝑓 = 0.5 𝐻𝑧.

The most important fact to observe when comparing
𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #1 (healthy) with the rest of the cases, is that the
spectral signature at 2𝑠𝑓𝑠 (red arrows) is never present in the
healthy motor’s spectra around its fifth harmonic. The absence
of this signature is also noticeable in the spectra of the
extracted trajectories obtained from the FEM models (Fig 7).
This offers the advantage to decipher the subcomponent
arising at 2𝑘𝑠𝑓𝑠 (𝑘 = 1) -existent only in faulty motors- and
which is a reaction to the fault, normally not existing in
motors with healthy cages. This signature exists due the
speed-ripple effect caused by the broken bar fault during the
interaction of the counter-rotating magnetic fields at ±𝑠𝑓𝑠 and
the chain reaction of speed ripple harmonics propagated at
4𝑠𝑓𝑠 . The amplitude of this fault related speed-ripple signature
at the 5th harmonic is summarized for all cases in the second
column of Table IX.
Comparison of the spectra for the extracted 𝑆(𝑡, 𝑓7,1 )
component (Fig. 11) yields through the second column of
Table VIII an increase of
25.34 𝑑𝐵 (𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #2),
29.27 𝑑𝐵 (𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #3) and 30. 03 𝑑𝐵 (𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #4) with respect to
the healthy motor. Through the fourth column of Table VIII,
these
differences
stand
at
25.44 𝑑𝐵 (𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #2),
29.67 𝑑𝐵 (𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #3) and 30. 21 𝑑𝐵 (𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #4) respectively.
The amplitudes of the 8𝑠𝑓𝑠 subcomponent regarding the
𝑆(𝑡, 𝑓7,1 ) trajectory exceed with respect to 𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #1 an
increase of 15.45 𝑑𝐵 (𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #2), 29.27 𝑑𝐵 (𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #3) and
30. 03 𝑑𝐵 (𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #4), as shown in the third column of Table
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VIII. Regarding the same signature for the 𝑆(𝑡, 𝑓7,2 ), its
amplitudes increase 19.2 𝑑𝐵 for 𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #2, 33.57 𝑑𝐵 for
𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #3 and 35.93 𝑑𝐵 for 𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #4, compared to the healthy
motor’s amplitude.
Similarly to the 5th harmonic, the speed ripple effect
manifests itself in the 7th harmonic frequency area. The
component at 4𝑠𝑓𝑠 in both 7𝑓𝑠 – 6𝑠𝑓𝑠 and 7𝑓𝑠 – 8𝑠𝑓𝑠 spectra
does not exist in the healthy motor, while it presents an
important amplitude in all faulty cases. This specific
component is due to the speed ripple effect and thus
unaffected by inherent rotor cage electromagnetic
asymmetries. The amplitude of the fault related speed-ripple
signature at the 7th harmonic is summarized for all cases in the
second column of Table IX. Note that for the healthy 𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 #1
the amplitude values are vacant in Table IX, since this
signature does not exist for a healthy rotor.
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